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This paper describes a method for learning logic relationships that correctly classify a
given data set. The method derives from given logic data certain minimum cost satis-
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identification of critical characteristics for recognition systems. Computational tests have
proved that the method is fast and effective.
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1. Introduction
The human brain has an astonishing capacity for
extracting salient features from masses of data, in par-
ticular, for identifying differences that separate one
set of data from a second set of data. Much research
has been done toward duplicating such capability on
computers, known in the literature as supervised learn-
ing or learning from examples.
A general approach to learning problems represents

the objects to be recognized by vectors in some geo-
metric space. Here the separation of the data into
sets or classes is obtained by separating surfaces;
mathematical programming techniques are often used
with the objective of minimizing some measure of the
error in the separation (Freed and Glover 1981, 1986;
Mangasarian et al. 1990; Mangasarian and Wolberg
1990; Bennett and Mangasarian 1993; Bradley, Fayyad,
and Mangasarian 1999).
In this paper we focus on a particular type of learn-

ing problems that are expressed in logic domains,
also referred to as problems of inductive inference (for
example, see Hooker 1999). In this type of learn-
ing, the objects to be recognized are described by the

presence or absence of certain features; the learning
method uses logic formulas to express separations
among groups of data, and is intended to learn logic
relations connecting features with classes. Theoretical
and practical interest in this type of learning is exten-
sively discussed in Muggleton (1999).
The literature describes several methods that

address learning in logic domains. Some of these
methods solve the problem via some other combinato-
rial problem or technique (Crama et al. 1988, Kamath
et al. 1992, Triantaphyllou et al. 1994, Felici 1995,
Boros et al. 1996, Triantaphyllou and Soyster 1996,
Makino et al. 1997, Boros et al. 1999). Other meth-
ods rely on special algorithms for the logic separation
problem (Breiman et al. 1984, Vailant 1985, Shavlik
et al. 1991, Thrun et al. 1991, Cohen 1995, Golea 1995,
and Bhargava 1999).
The learning problem in the logic domain can also

be formulated as a neural network computation prob-
lem, as described in Nelson and Illingworth (1990),
Domany et al. (1991), and Hertz at al. (1991).
We propose a new logic domain method. The input

for the method consists of �0�±1� vectors each of
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which has an associated outcome with value True or
False. We call the �0�±1� vectors records of logic data.
A 1 in a record means that a certain Boolean variable,
say w, has the value True; a −1 means that w has the
value False. The value 0 depicts the situation where
the True/False value for w is not known.
The method deduces �0�±1� vectors that may be

used to compute for each record the associated out-
come. Since the �0�±1� vectors essentially separate the
records with outcome True from those with outcome
False, we call them separating vectors. Collectively, the
separating vectors constitute a separating set. One may
derive from any separating set an equivalent logic for-
mula that uses the �0�±1� values of a record to com-
pute the associated outcome.
The separating sets are determined in an itera-

tive scheme. In each iteration, two logic-minimization
problems are solved to obtain one separating vector.
The solution algorithms for the minimization prob-
lems are created with the Leibniz System, which is
described in Section 5.
Our approach is related to prior work by Kamath

et al. (1992) and Triantaphyllou et al. (1994). These
references assume that the given logic data are com-
plete in the sense that, in our notation, they do not
contain 0s. When our problem formulation is simpli-
fied to that special case, it becomes similar to those of
the two references. However, the solution methods of
the references are quite different from ours.
Specifically, Kamath et al. (1992) require an a priori

estimate of the number of separating vectors, then
formulate one logic satisfiability problem and solve it
via an interior-point method of linear programming
to get the desired separating set. The problem size can
grow substantially as the number of separating vec-
tors increases. Triantaphyllou et al. (1994) use the iter-
ative approach employed here, but in each iteration
solve just one satisfiability problem where the num-
ber of satisfied clauses is to be maximized, using a
branch-and-bound method. We solve that problem as
well, reformulated here as a logic-minimization prob-
lem. But we also solve a second logic-minimization
problem that, for example, allows us to control errors
when the separating vectors are employed to predict
outcomes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 states
some basic definitions, introduces the main ideas, and
treats a simple example. Section 3 develops the iter-
ative scheme for finding a separating set and the
equivalent logic formula. Sections 4 and 5 describe
the implementation of the method using the Leibniz
System. In Section 6, the given logic data are viewed
as training data, and the resulting logic formula is
used to predict outcomes for additional logic data.
We show that one may specify objective functions for
the logic-minimization problems so that the resulting
logic formula tends to minimize errors in a desired
direction. Section 7 discusses two modifications of
the iterative scheme, which are of interest if training
data are used to make predictions for additional data.
These modifications create more complex rules than
those implied by single separating sets, but prediction
errors may be substantially reduced. Section 8 dis-
cusses the results computed with our method for sev-
eral learning problems. These results show that our
method is a versatile, precise, and computationally
efficient learning tool, as remarked in Section 9.

2. Logic Data and Separating Set
In the remainder of the paper we make use of sev-
eral basic concepts from Propositional Logic, such as
Boolean variable, Boolean formulas and their satisfiability,
conjunctive normal form system (CNF), disjunctive nor-
mal form system (DNF), satisfiability problem (SAT), and
minimum cost satisfiability problem (MINSAT). We omit
for brevity the definitions of these concepts, which
can be found in Truemper (1998) as well as in most
logic textbooks.
We introduce below a simple extension. An extended

logic variable v may take value True, False, or 0. We
interpret the three possible values as our state of
knowledge about a Boolean variable, say w. That is,
v = True (resp. v = False) means that we know that w

has the value True (resp. False). The cases v= 0 depicts
the situation where we do not know the True/False
value of w.
We expand the customary evaluation of logic for-

mulas to extended logic variables. For each variable v

with value 0 that appears in a given logic formula, we
replace each occurrence of v or ¬v in the formula by
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False, and then evaluate it in the usual way. For exam-
ple, a conjunction has value True if all terms have the
value True, and has the value False if there is at least
one term with value False or 0.

2.1. Logic Data
We define logic data to be vectors r ∈ �0�±1�n. We call
such vectors records to differentiate them from other
vectors introduced later.
In a slight abuse of notation, we associate with each

record r three index sets r+, r−, and r0, containing the
indices i for which the elements ri are equal to 1, −1,
and 0, respectively. Evidently, the three sets are dis-
joint, and their union is the index set of the elements
of r , which is �1�2� 	 	 	 �n�. We associate a True/False
outcome with each record of given logic data. The
outcome is considered to be the value of a Boolean
variable t. The case t = True (resp. t = False) typically
indicates presence/absence of a certain property. We
collect the records r for which the property t is absent
in a set A, and those for which t is present in a set B.
For ease of recognition, we usually denote a member
of A by a, and of B by b. Analogously to the sets r+,
r−, and r0 for r , we define sets a+, a−, and a0 for a,
and b+, b−, and b0 for b. For example, a+ = �i�ai = 1�.
The records r may be produced by different sit-

uations and encodings in logic variables; we sketch
below the most straightforward case. Suppose that
we have extended logic variables v1�v2� 	 	 	 � vn, and
that we collect in vectors of length n True/False/0 val-
ues for these variables. We convert these vectors to
records r by replacing True by 1, and False by −1. The
0s are not changed. We introduce an example situ-
ation that makes use of the above concepts. Let the
universe of discourse be the collection of creatures
living on earth. We use the extended logic variables
walks, swims, speaks, and the property t = human.
Suppose we observe a cat, and note that the animal
walks, does not speak, and is not human. Assume
that we do not know whether the cat can swim. We
encode our knowledge about that cat by the record
�1�0�−1�, where the 1 encodes the fact that the cat
can walk; the 0 that we do not know whether that
particular cat can swim; and the −1 that it cannot
speak. Since the cat is not human, we declare the
record �1�0�−1� to be in set A. Suppose observations

about two other animals result in additional records
�1�−1�−1� and �1�1�−1� for A. Assume we observe
three human beings, and summarize our observations
in B = ��1�1�1�� �1�0�1�� �1�−1�1��. For example, the
third record of B may result from us seeing a person
who can walk, cannot swim, and can speak. At this
point, we have

A = ��1�0�−1�� �1�−1�−1�� �1�1�−1�� (1)

and
B = ��1�1�1�� �1�0�1�� �1�−1�1�� (2)

2.2. Separating Set
We want to differentiate the records of a given set B
from the records of a given set A, by using a set S of
�0�±1� vectors. Such a separation makes sense only if
both A and B are nonempty, and if each record of A
or B contains at least one �±1� entry. Hence, from now
on we always assume this to be the case. We need
some definitions.
A �0�±1� vector f is nested in a �0�±1� vector g if

for any entry fi of f equal to 1 or −1, the correspond-
ing entry gi of g satisfies gi = fi. By this definition, f
is not nested in g if and only if there is some fi =±1
of f for which gi =−fi or gi = 0. Let A and B be sets
of �0�±1� records of the same length, say n ≥ 1. For
any b ∈ B, a vector s ∈ �0�±1�n separates b from A if

s is not nested in any a ∈ A (3)

and
s is nested in b (4)

As an example case, let b be the vector �1�1�1� of B
of (2). Then the vector s = �0�0�1� separates b from all
a ∈A of (1) since the only nonzero entry of s, which is
s3 = 1, corresponds to b3 = 1, and since, for all a ∈ A,
a3 = −1. Indeed, s = �0�0�1� separates each b ∈ B of
(2) from all a ∈ A of (1).
One could consider other separation conditions.

A seemingly appealing version is as follows. One
replaces the condition (3) by the condition that, for
each a ∈ A, there is an index i for which ai and
si are nonzero and have opposite sign. That condi-
tion is more demanding than (3) and thus may rule
out the existence of a separating vector where (3)
allows for one. For example, the revised condition
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does not admit a separating vector for a = �1�0� and
b = �0�−1�, while (3) allows for the separating vector
s = �0�−1�. For this reason, we prefer (3).
Since A is nonempty, condition (3) implies that s is

nonzero. A set S of �0�±1� vectors separates B from A,
for short, is a separating set, if each s ∈ S satisfies (3),
and if, for each b ∈ B, there is at least an s ∈ S that
satisfies (4). We have seen that s = �0�0�1� separates
each b ∈ B of (2) from all a ∈ A of (1). Thus, the set
S = ��0�0�1�� separates B from A.
We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for

the existence of separating sets.

Theorem 1. Let A and B be sets of �0�±1� records of
the same length. Then a separating set S exists if and only
if no record b ∈ B is nested in any record a ∈ A.

Proof: For the proof of the “if” part, suppose that
no b ∈ B is nested in any a ∈A. Take S = B. Any vector
s ∈ S equal to a vector b ∈ B is nested in that b, and
is not nested in any a ∈ A. Thus, such s satisfies (3)
and (4), and separates b from A, and S is a separating
set.
We prove the “only if” part by contradiction. Sup-

pose that a separating set S is at hand, and that there
exist a ∈ A and b ∈ B such that b is nested in a. The
set S contains an s that separates b from A, so by (4),
s is nested in b. The latter fact and the assumption
that b is nested in a imply that s is nested in a, which
contradicts (3).
Note that conditions (3) and (4) for the existence of

a separating set admit the case where a record a ∈ A

is nested in a record b ∈ B. Such a and b may arise as
follows: at one time, we observe some facts and the
absence of a property, and at another time, we observe
the same facts, some additional facts, and the presence
of the property. For example, a medical diagnosis may
declare some disease to be absent when one of two
symptoms is seen and no knowledge exists about the
other one, but may declare the disease to be present
when both symptoms are observed.
We interpret the notion of separating set in terms

of extended logic variables v1�v2� 	 	 	 � vn. Suppose A

and B are sets of records of length n ≥ 1, and S is the
corresponding separating set. For each vector s ∈ S,
define the index sets s+, s−, and s0 analogously to the

earlier definition of r+, r−, and r0. For example, s+ =
�i�si = 1�. Derive from S the DNF system

∨
s∈S

( ∧
i∈s+

vi ∧
∧
i∈s−

¬vi

)
(5)

Since each s ∈ S is nonzero, each DNF clause of (5) is
nonempty.
The next theorem links membership in A or B with

True/False values of the DNF system (5).

Theorem 2. Let r be a record that is equal to some a ∈
A or b ∈ B. For i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n, define

vi =


True if ri = 1
False if ri =−1
ri otherwise

(6)

If r = a, (resp. r = b), then these values of v1�v2� 	 	 	 � vn

produce the value False (resp. True) for the DNF system
of (5).

Proof. Suppose r = a. Let s be any vector of S. By
condition (3), s is not nested in a. Thus, there exists
an index k for which sk = ±1 and either ak = −sk

or ak = 0. Define True/False/0 values for v1�v2� 	 	 	 � vn

using r = a in (6). Since sk = ±1 and either ak = −sk

or ak = 0, the value assigned to vk forces the clause∧
i∈s+ vi ∧

∧
i∈s− ¬vi of the DNF system (5) to have the

value False. Since the above argument applies to each
s ∈ S, the DNF system (5) must have the value False.
Suppose r = b. Since S is a separating set, it contains

a vector s that is nested in b. Thus, for each i, si =±1
implies bi = si. Hence, if we assign True/False/0 to each
vi using r = b in (6), then the clause

∧
i∈s+ vi∧

∧
i∈s− ¬vi

of (5) evaluates to True. Thus, the DNF system (5) has
the value True.
Given a set S∗ that separates a nonempty set B∗ ⊆ B

from A, we can use the corresponding DNF formula
to classify records. That DNF formula will correctly
classify the records in A∪B∗, and will fail on those in
B−B∗.
We return to the example sets A and B of (1) and

(2). We have seen that the set S consisting of the single
vector s = �0�0�1� separates B from A. Accordingly,
the DNF system (5) consists of the single clause speaks.
Clearly, that DNF system has the value False (resp.
True) when the True/False/0 value for the extended
logic variable speaks is defined using any record r of
A (resp. B) in (6).
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3. Problem Formulation
Let A and B be nonempty sets of �0�±1� records of
length n ≥ 1. We decompose the problem of find-
ing a separating set into a sequence of subproblems,
each of which demands that we determine a vector
s that separates a nonempty subset of B from A. For
the moment, we focus on the subproblems. Later, we
compose the solutions s of the subproblems to a sep-
arating set S.

3.1. Logic Variables
For i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n, we introduce Boolean variables pi

and qi. We link these variables with the elements si of
the vector s to be found, by declaring si = 1 if pi =True
and qi = False, si = −1 if pi = False and qi = True, and
si = 0 if pi = qi = False. We have no interpretation for
the case pi = qi = True, and rule it out by enforcing

¬pi ∨¬qi� i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n (7)

3.2. Separation Condition for Records in A
Condition (3) requires that s is not nested in any a ∈
A. Hence, for each a ∈ A, there must be an index
i such that si = ±1 and either ai = −si or ai = 0.
We expand that condition for that index i to: ai = 1
implies si =−1; ai = −1 implies si = 1; and ai = 0
implies si = 1 or si =−1.
In terms of our encoding of si by pi and qi, the con-

dition becomes: ai = 1 implies ¬pi∧qi; ai =−1 implies
pi ∧¬qi; and ai = 0 implies �¬pi ∧ qi�∨ �pi ∧¬qi�.
Since (7) requires ¬pi∨¬qi, we can simplify the con-

dition to: ai = 1 implies qi; ai = −1 implies pi; and
ai = 0 implies pi ∨ qi.
For each a ∈A, the latter condition must hold for at

least one i, so we can summarize condition (3) by the
following disjunctions:( ∨

i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)
∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a ∈ A (8)

3.3. Separation Condition for Records in B
Let b be any record of B. By (4), if s separates b from
A, then s is nested in b, that is, for all i, si =±1 implies
bi = si. An equivalent condition holding for all i is:
bi = 1 implies si �= −1; bi =−1 implies si �= 1; and bi = 0
implies si = 0.
In terms of pi and qi, the condition is: bi = 1 implies

¬qi; bi =−1 implies ¬pi; and bi = 0 implies ¬pi ∧¬qi.

We introduce a Boolean variable db that determines
whether s must separate b from A. That is, db =
True means that s need not separate b from A, while
db = False requires that separation. For the given b ∈
B, the separation condition is therefore: for all i ∈
b+, ¬qi ∨ db; for all i ∈ b−, ¬pi ∨ db; and for all i ∈ b0,
�¬pi ∧¬qi�∨db. Using the distributive law, we get

¬qi ∨db for all i ∈ �b+ ∪ b0�

¬pi ∨db for all i ∈ �b− ∪ b0�
(9)

Note that (9) with db = False for at least one record
b ∈ B implies (7). As we shall see, this fact allows us
to omit (7) from the MINSAT problems introduced
below.

3.4. Selecting a Largest Subset
Suppose we want a vector s that separates as many
b ∈ B from A as possible. Equivalently, we want a
satisfying solution for (7)–(9) that assigns the value
True to as few variables db as possible. For each b ∈ B,
define a cost function cb�db� that is equal to 1 if db

is True, and equal to 0 otherwise. Using these cost
functions and (8) and (9), but omitting (7), the desired
s may be found by solving the following MINSAT
problem, with variables db for b ∈ B, and pi and qi for
i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n.

min
∑
b∈B

cb�db�( ∨
i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)

∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a∈A

¬qi∨db for all b∈B�

for all i∈ �b+∪b0�

¬pi∨db for all b∈B�

for all i∈ �b−∪b0�

(10)

We argue that (7) is not needed. Suppose we have
a solution for (10). Define B′ = �b ∈ B�db = False�. If
B′ is empty, then the addition of (7) to (10) would
not change the conclusion that no vector of b can be
separated from A. If B′ is nonempty, then for each
b ∈ B′ we have db = False, and (7) holds due to (9).
The next theorem characterizes the situation when

B′ is nonempty.

Theorem 3. The following statements are equivalent.
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(i) B′ is nonempty.
(ii) There exists a vector s that separates some b ∈ B

from A.
(iii) There exists an element b ∈ B that is not nested

in any A.

Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii): The vector s′ implied by the
True/False solution values of the pi and qi of (10) sep-
arates every b ∈ B′ from A.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (i): Use Theorem 1.
If B′ is empty, then, in agreement with theorem 3,

we declare that no b ∈ B can be separated from A, and
stop. Suppose B′ is nonempty. In general, the �0�±1�
vector s′ derived from the solution of (10) may be one
of many vectors that separate B′ from A. Frequently,
we have a preference among the possible choices. The
issue of preference arises, for example, in situations
where we want to use the vector to classify records
that do not occur in A or B. We address that issue
later, in Section 6. Here, we only observe that often we
either want a separating vector with minimum num-
ber of nonzero entries, or want one with maximum
number of nonzero entries. We say that a vector with
the former (resp. latter) property has min (resp. max)
support.
Next, we formulate the problem of selecting the

appropriate separating vector as another MINSAT
problem.

3.5. Selecting a Separating Vector
To identify a separating vector with the desired fea-
tures, say s′′, we define, for i= 1�2� 	 	 	 �n, appropriate
cost functions cpi

�pi� and cqi
�qi�. For example, if we

want s′′ to have min (resp. max) support, we demand
that each cost function produces the value 1 (resp.
0) if the Boolean variable of its argument has the
value True, and to have the value 0 (resp. 1) other-
wise. Once the cost functions have been established,
we derive the desired s′′ from the solution of the fol-
lowing MINSAT problem, with variables pi and qi,
i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n. Recall that the nonempty set B′ is
defined from the solution of (10) by B′ = �b ∈ B�db =

False�.

min
n∑

i=1
�cpi

�pi�+ cqi
�qi� ( ∨

i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)
∨( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a ∈ A

¬qi for all b ∈ B′�
for all i ∈ �b+ ∪ b0�

¬pi for all b ∈ B′�
for all i ∈ �b− ∪ b0�

(11)

Arguments almost identical to those validating (10)
establish that (11) has a satisfying solution, and that
any optimal solution of (11) defines a separating vec-
tor s′′ with the desired features. That is, s′′ separates
B′ from A, and is of the desired kind according the
chosen cost functions. In the two example cases men-
tioned earlier, s′′ has min or max support.
We note that, by proper manipulation and scaling

of the objective function coefficients, one can trivially
combine the two solution steps involving (10) and
(11) into one single step. In our solution approach,
we choose to solve (10) and (11) in two steps; that
choice is based on computational results for our solu-
tion method.
We use the above results in the following iterative

algorithm for finding a separating set S∗ that sepa-
rates the largest possible subset B∗ of B from A. It
takes as input the sets A and B of �0�±1� records,
and for i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n, cost functions cpi

�pi� and cqi
�qi�.

The output is the largest subset B∗ of B that can be
separated from A, and a set S∗ that accomplishes that
separation.

Program FIND SEPARATING SET:

1. Initialize B∗ = S∗ = �.
2. Solve (10) to get a largest possible subset B′ of B

that can be separated from A. If B′ = �, output
B∗ and S∗, and stop.

3. Solve (11). Derive from the solution a separating
vector s′′, and add it to S∗. Add the records of B′

to B∗. Redefine B as B−B′, and go to Step 2.

The separating vector s′′ found in the first iteration
through Steps 2 and 3 separates a largest subset of
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the initial B from A, and thus may be regarded as the
most significant explanation why the records B have
the property t and those of A do not. Correspond-
ingly, the second iteration produces the second most
significant explanation given the choice of the first
one, and so on.

3.6. Simplification for 0/1 Records
Suppose all records of A and B contain no −1s, and
thus are �0�1� vectors. This case may arise when for
each extended logic variable vi, we either know that
the corresponding variable wi has value True, or do
not know the True/False of wi and permit the outcome
of the record to change if the value for wi becomes
known. We emphasize that this situation is different
from the case where all records are �±1� vectors.
We reduce (10) and (11) using the following obser-

vations. For any a ∈ A and b ∈ B, a− = b− = �, which
implies a−∪a0 = a0 and b+∪b0 = �1�2� 	 	 	 �n�. Assum-
ing that at least one element in B can be separated
from the elements in A, any optimal solution assigns
the value False to at least one variable db. For such
a db, the clauses ¬qi ∨ db with i ∈ �b+ ∪ b0� force q1,
q2� 	 	 	 � qn to have the value False. Hence, we can elim-
inate q1� q2� 	 	 	 � qn from (10), and get the following
reduced problem.

min
∑
b∈B

cb�db�∨
i∈a0

pi for all a ∈ A

¬pi ∨db for all b ∈ B� for all i ∈ b0

(12)

Analogously, the MINSAT problem (11) becomes

min
n∑

i=1
cpi

�pi�∨
i∈a0

pi for all a ∈ A

¬pi for all b ∈ B′� for all i ∈ b0

(13)

We use the solution of (13) to define s′′ as follows. For
i = 1�2� 	 	 	 �n, s′′i = 1 if pi = True, and s′′i = 0 otherwise.

4. Implementation of
Solution Algorithm

The MINSAT problems (10) and (11), as well as their
simplified versions (12) and (13), are potentially diffi-
cult since the ��-complete problem SET COVER (see

Garey and Johnson 1979) may be reduced to (12) and
(13). We omit the trivial reductions.
We solve the possibly difficult problems (10) and

(11) as follows. Let A, B, and the cost functions cpi
�pi�

and cqi
�qi� be given. Note that the cost functions cb�db�

never vary.
Consider the instance of (10) defined by the origi-

nal B. It is easy to see that deletion of some clauses
can reduce that instance to any instance of (10)
encountered by Program FIND SEPARATING SET of
Section 3.5. Indeed, the deletion involves clauses of
the type ¬qi ∨db and ¬pi ∨db. Equivalently, we could
fix certain db to True. Hence, any MINSAT instance of
(10) may be derived from the instance of (10) defined
by the original B by the fixing of some variables. For
this reason, we call the latter instance a MINSAT mas-
ter instance for (10).
Suppose we delete from (11) all clauses of the

form ¬qi or ¬pi, getting

min
n∑

i=1
�cpi

�pi�+ cqi
�qi� ( ∨

i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)
∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a ∈ A

(14)

Clearly, any MINSAT instance of (11) encountered by
Program FIND SEPARATING SET may be derived
from the MINSAT instance (14) by fixing some vari-
ables to False. Hence, we call (14) a MINSAT master
instance for (11).
We emphasize that the MINSAT master instances

for (10) depend on A and B, and that the MINSAT
master instances for (11) depend on A, B, and the cost
functions cpi

�pi� and cqi
�qi�.

We solve the MINSAT instances encountered in the
iterative algorithm with the aid of the Leibniz System,
which is a software system for logic programming
and which is described in the next section. The math-
ematics underlying the Leibniz System is described in
Truemper (1998).

5. The Leibniz System
The Leibniz System (1996) is an advanced tool for
Logic Programming. We describe in the following its
main features. Suppose one wants to solve a class
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of MINSAT instances where each class member is
derived from a given MINSAT master instance by the
fixing of some variables. One can direct the Leibniz
System to construct a solution algorithm that can
solve all instances of the class. The construction is
based on an analysis of the structure of the MINSAT
master instance that relies on various combinatorial
methods. An analogous approach is used for any class
of SAT instances where each class member is derived
from a given SAT master instance by the fixing of some
variables. That is, the Leibniz System analyzes the
structure of the SAT master instance, and based on
that insight constructs a solution algorithm that can
solve all instances of the class.
The Leibniz System also establishes a performance

guarantee for the MINSAT or SAT solution algorithm,
in the form of an upper time bound on the run time
required for solving any one of the instances of the
class. In the MINSAT case, the time bound is used
by the system as follows. If the time bound exceeds
a user specified value, the Leibniz System considers
the solution algorithm to be too slow, and instead cre-
ates a solution algorithm that carries out approximate
instead of exact minimization for the instances.
The iterative method adopted here may be viewed

as a greedy algorithm that produces a separating set
of small cardinality. Of course, the set S∗ found may
not have minimum cardinality. Clearly, if exact mini-
mization is carried out and S∗ consists of one or two
vectors, then that set does have minimum cardinal-
ity. It turns out that the conclusion remains valid if
approximate minimization is used, due to the way
that process is done via linear programming and a
certain rounding method.
Suppose that exact minimization is used. If the sep-

arating vector found in the first iteration separates k

vectors of B from A, and if B has m vectors in total,
then �m

k
� is a lower bound on the number of vectors

required to separate B from A. Triantaphyllou and
Soyster (1996) go beyond these elementary considera-
tions and develop substantially tighter lower bounds
on the minimum cardinality of separating sets.
The Leibniz System handles SAT or MINSAT prob-

lems with up to 8,000 variables and 8,000 clauses. That
range has been ample for solving (11) in Step 3 of
Program FIND SEPARATING SET of Section 3.5 for

the practical problems we have processed so far. But
that range has not been sufficient for solving some
instances of (10) in Step 2 of Program FIND SEPA-
RATING SET. The reason is that in (10), each entry of
each record of B creates at least one clause. For exam-
ple, a B with 300 records having 60 entries each cre-
ates at least 18,000 clauses, which exceeds the Leibniz
System limit. We describe a simple way to overcome
that difficulty.
We compile with the Leibniz System an algorithm

for the SAT problem( ∨
i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)
∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a ∈ A (15)

and derive via a greedy method that fixes/unfixes the
pi and qi variables, a maximal subset B′ of B for which( ∨

i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)

∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a∈A

¬qi for all b∈B′� for all i∈ �b+∪b0�

¬pi for all b∈B′� for all i∈ �b−∪b0�

(16)

has a solution. That B′ is used in Step 3 of Pro-
gram FIND SEPARATING SET. Of course, B′ need not
correspond to an optimal solution of (10). Neverthe-
less, one may easily verify that the modified Program
FIND SEPARATING SET still finds a separating set
S∗ that separates the largest possible subset B∗ of B

from A.

6. Control of Classification Errors
In some settings, one views the sets A and B as train-
ing sets, and considers them to be subsets of sets
� and � where � consists of all �0�±1� records of
length n without property t, and � consists of all such
records with property t. One then determines a set S

that separates B from A, and uses that set to guess
whether a given �0�±1� vector r of length n is in �
or �. That is, we guess r to be in � if at least one
s ∈ S is nested in r , and to be in � otherwise.
Of course, the classification of r based on S is cor-

rect if r is in A or B, but otherwise need not be correct.
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Specifically, we may guess a record of �−A to be in
�, and a record of �−B to be in �. Let us call an
error of the first kind a type � error, and one of the
second kind a type � error.
The utility of S depends on which type of error is

made how many times. In some settings, an error of
one of the two types may be annoying, but may not be
nearly as objectionable as an error of the other type.
For example, a non-invasive diagnostic system for
cancer that claims a case to be benign when a malig-
nancy is present has failed badly. On the other hand,
prediction of a malignancy for an actually benign case
triggers additional tests, and thus is annoying but not
nearly as objectionable as an error of the first type.
We can influence the extent of type � errors ver-

sus type � errors by an appropriate choice of the
objective function

∑n
i=1�cpi

�pi� + cqi
�qi� of the MIN-

SAT problem (11). In connection with that problem,
we have seen that a certain choice leads to a sepa-
rating vector s′′ with min support, and that another
choice produces an s′′ with max support. Specifically,
the first choice defines the cost functions cpi

�pi� and
cqi

�qi� to have value 1 (resp. 0) if the argument if True
(resp. False). The second choice consists of the oppo-
site rule. When each s′′ determined for S has min
(resp. max) support, we say that S itself has min (resp.
max) support.
If we use a single vector s′′ to classify a vector r ,

then we guess r to be in � if s′′ is nested in r . The
latter condition tends to become less stringent when
the number of nonzero entries in s′′ is reduced. Hence,
we heuristically guess that a solution vector s′′ with
min support tends to avoid type � errors. Conversely,
an s′′ with max support tends to avoid type � errors.
We apply this heuristic argument to the separating set
S produced under one of the two choices of objec-
tive functions for (11), and thus expect that a set S

with min (resp. max) support tends to avoid type �
(resp. �) errors.
Computational results for various logic data sets

have proved that heuristic argument to be valid.
Section 8 includes details. More elaborate methods
for controlling classification errors are described in
Section 7. Further details on these methods can be
found in Felici et al. (1999).

7. Modifications for Enhanced
Classification

In this section we discuss two extensions of the
method described. Their purpose is to improve the
classification power of the formulas obtained by our
method from a given training data set. The first one
considers the combination of several separating sets,
properly constructed, in one single classification rule;
the second one takes into account the potential dis-
tortions and errors contained in the data and, by a
two-stage decision process, determines classifications
rules that are more stable and robust.

7.1. Reversing the Roles of A and B
This modification is based on the reversal of the roles
of A and B, by declaring True to be the outcome of
each a∈A, and False to be that of each b ∈B. Of course,
the reversal of the roles of A and B amounts to replac-
ing the property t by its negation ¬t, a trivial step.
But the change may produce a different separation
and may significantly affect the size and complexity
of the logic-minimization problems that are solved by
Program FIND SEPARATING SET of Section 3.5, and
thus may be of interest even if the original setting
produces B∗ = B.
In some cases, A and B are such that B cannot

be completely separated from A and vice versa, yet
a complete differentiation between the records of
the two sets is desired. We describe a process that
achieves such a separation, provided that A and B

have no vector in common. Under this condition, it is
trivial to verify that the relation “is nested” induces a
partial order on the sets A∪B.
We describe a recursive scheme that separates the

records of B from those of A. It consists of a single
recursive step. In the first application of that step,
we separate the largest possible subset of B, say B∗,
from A. If B∗ = B, we stop. Otherwise, we invoke
recursion to separate the records of B′ = A from A′ =
B−B∗. In terms of the original A and B, the second
recursive step separates the largest possible subset of
A, say A∗, from B−B∗, the third recursive step sepa-
rates the largest possible subset of B−B∗ from A−A∗,
and so on. Thus, subsets are removed alternately from
the original B and A.
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Let r be any maximal record of the original A∪B

according to the partial order “is nested.” Evidently,
the vector s = r separates r from all other vectors of
A∪ B. Hence, r is removed from A∪ B for the lat-
est in the second application of the recursive step. By
induction, the entire recursive process must stop after
a finite number of recursive steps. It is easy to deduce
bounds on the total number of these steps using the
acyclic graph representation for “is nested.” We omit
the straightforward details.
When the recursive process stops, we may use the

separating sets so found to classify records. Given a
record r of the initial A∪B, we apply the separating
set obtained in the first recursive step. If r is declared
to be in B, we stop with that conclusion. Otherwise,
we check if B∗ = B. If this is so, we declare r to be in A,
and stop. In the remaining case, r is in A∪ �B−B∗� =
A′ ∪B′, and we invoke recursion.
We label the separating sets produced by the recur-

sive process as S1� S2, and so on, and collect these
sets in a set Scom�B�A�. The subscript com stands for
“complete,” and “�B�A�” denotes that S1 separates the
largest possible subset of B from A. We call S1 the
initial separating set of Scom�B�A�, and also say that
Scom�B�A� initially separates the largest possible subset
of B from A.
Due to the symmetry, we could switch the roles

of A and B, and obtain via the recursive process a
complete separating set Scom�A�B� that initially sepa-
rates the largest possible subset of A from B. We use
Scom to refer to either one of the two complete sepa-
rating sets Scom�B�A� and Scom�A�B�.
So far, we have left unspecified the objective func-

tions for the various problems (11) solved in the recur-
sive step. We suggest a particular way of selecting
these functions. Recall from Section 6 that a max (resp.
min) support separating set that separates the largest
possible subset of B from A tends to minimize type
� (resp. �) errors.
Thus, if Scom�B�A� is to avoid type � errors, we

should proceed in the recursive process as follows. S1
should have max support; S2 should have min sup-
port; S3 should have max support set, and so on.
We denote an Scom�B�A� obtained in that way by
Scom/max�B�A�. The subscript max tells that S1 has max
support. Using an analogous definition, Scom/min�A�B�

is a complete separating set where the initial sepa-
rating set has min support and separates A from B.
Evidently, Scom/min�A�B� also tends to avoid type �
errors. There are two more possibilities: Scom/max�A�B�

and Scom/min�B�A�. These complete separating sets
tend to avoid type � errors.
In practice, we have found that S1 typically suffices

to achieve a complete separation. This is due to the
fact that, in our experience, A or B rarely contains a
record that is nested in a record of the other set.

7.2. Two-stage Separation Process
We have already discussed how one may control
classification errors by an appropriate choice of the
objective function for the MINSAT instances (11).
In this section, we propose yet another approach
for reducing classification errors that is a version
of the stacked generalization of Wolpert (1992),
(see also Breiman 1996a, 1996b). This approach,
besides improving the recognition rate for unseen
objects, is a powerful tool to produce accurate predic-
tion on the error that will be made by the classifica-
tion rules on new data. This feature, which is based
on statistical and inference theory, is fully described
in Felici et al. (1999).
The basic idea is as follows. Let A and B be given

training data. Both MINSAT instances (10) and (11)
contain the clauses( ∨

i∈�a+∪a0�

qi

)
∨
( ∨

i∈�a−∪a0�

pi

)
for all a ∈ A (17)

Suppose A contains a few unusual records that reflect
atypical situations. The clauses (17) produced by such
records are part of every MINSAT case (10) and
(11) solved by Program FIND SEPARATING SET of
Section 3.5, and may have a significant influence on
the selection of each separating vector of S computed
by that algorithm. Accordingly, classification of addi-
tional data by S may be quite imprecise. A similar
effect can be caused by a few unusual records in B.
Here, the separating vectors of S that separate the
unusual records of B from A may trigger classification
errors for additional data.
We propose a two-stage process that, according

to heuristic arguments, mitigates the negative effect
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of unusual records of A or B. The first stage con-
structs separating sets for several subsets of A and B.
The second stage creates a selection rule that decides
how the separating sets of the first stage are to be
applied. There are many ways to implement the two
stages. We provide details for a version that requires
reasonable computing effort and has proven to be
effective.
For some sets � and �, let A ⊆� and B ⊆� be the

training data. To simplify the discussion, we assume
that � and � have no vector in common. By Section 7,
this implies that � can be completely separated from
�, and vice versa.
First stage. This stage consists of three steps. In the

first step, we select an integer d ≥ 4, and randomly
partition A (resp. B) into d disjoint sets of essen-
tially equal cardinality, say A0, A1� 	 	 	 �Ad−1 (resp.
B0�B1� 	 	 	 �Bd−1). By “essentially equal” we mean that
each set of the partition of A (resp. B) has cardinality
equal to ��A�/d� or ��A�/d� (resp. ��B�/d� or ��B�/d�).
In the second step, we select an integer m satis-

fying d/2 < m < d, and derive from A0�A1� 	 	 	 �Ad−1
and B0�B1� 	 	 	 �Bd−1 the sets Ak = Ak ∪ Ak+1 ∪ · · · ∪
Ak+m−1 and Bk =Bk∪Bk+1∪· · ·∪Bk+m−1, for k= 0�1� 	 	 	 �

d−1. Here, the subscript indices are to be interpreted
mod(d). It is easy to see that the set A0 is a subset of
the m sets A0�Ad−1� 	 	 	 �Ad−m+1. That observation and
the symmetry inherent in the definition of the sets
Ak and Bk imply also that each record of A (resp. B)
occurs in exactly m of the sets A0�A1� 	 	 	 �Ad−1 (resp.
B0�B1� 	 	 	 �Bd−1).
In the third step, we use the complete separation

process of Section 7.1. For k= 0�1� 	 	 	 � d−1, and some
l ≥ 1, we determine l complete separating sets each
of which separates Ak from Bk or Bk from Ak. For
example, if the goal is minimization of the total num-
ber of prediction errors, one may define l = 4, and
compute for each k the four complete separating sets
Scom/max�B

k�Ak�� Scom/min�A
k�Bk�, Scom/max�A

k�Bk�, and
Scom/min�B

k�Ak� defined in Section 7.1.
The selection of m and d is guided by the follow-

ing considerations. First, one wants m large enough
so that occasionally occurring unusual records are not
part of the computation for several separations. Thus,
m should not be small. Second, when m becomes

large, then separations computed from, say, Ai, Bi ver-
sus Ai+1, Bi+1 tend to be very similar or even identi-
cal. Thus, increasing m beyond some point yields few
if any benefits. Third, total computational effort for
finding the separations asymptotically grows linearly
with m. Based on these considerations, we selected
a compromise value of m = 10. Fourth, values of d
close to the lower bound m/2 are useful when one
estimates certain probability distributions, a topic not
covered here but treated in detail in Felici et al. (1999).
Hence, for m= 10, we selected d = 6, the smallest inte-
ger above m/2= 5.
Second stage. We construct a consensus from the

outcomes predicted by the l · d complete separating
sets of the first stage. There are a number of ways
to achieve that consensus, including schemes based
on separating sets, probabilistic arguments, or count-
ing arguments. We have done some experimentation
using various methods. The following trivial scheme
has worked well.
Given a record r , the method counts how many

of the complete separating sets computed in the first
stage predict the record to be in � versus �. Let
the number of separating sets predicting � (resp. �)
be f� (resp. f�). If f� > f�, (resp. f� < f�), we pre-
dict that the record r is in � (resp. �). If f� + f�,
the total number of complete separating sets, is even,
the tie f� = f� is possible, and we must define a tie
breaking procedure. We call the above rule, including
any tie breaking procedure, the simple majority deci-
sion (Lam and Suen 1997). Here, we break ties by the
trivial rule of predicting the record to be in �. We
use that simplistic rule since, according to our expe-
rience, ties are so rare that any rule, regardless how
selected, has virtually no impact on the accuracy of
predictions.
It is straightforward to verify that the simple major-

ity decision leads to perfect prediction accuracy on
the training sets A and B, no matter which complete
separating sets are used in the first stage.
As mentioned before, a more complicated proce-

dure based on statistical analysis and inference is
described by Felici et al. (1999). That process estimates
two conditional probability distributions for the num-
ber of predictions of membership in the two popu-
lations, given that the record is in one of the two
populations.
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8. Computational Results
In this section we present the results of some experi-
ments that were run on several data sets that are often
used in the literature as test problems. The data for
these problems may be obtained from the Repository
of Machine Learning Databases and Domain Theories
maintained by the University of California at Irvine
(Murphy and Aha 1994).
To test the validity of out method we have not

confined our experiments to data sets completely
expressed in terms of logic variables, and have used
data containing variables with rational outcomes. In
these cases, we have considered a number of trans-
formations of the rational data into logic data. The
basic idea is to divide the range of the rational vari-
ables into a number of intervals. Each interval is asso-
ciated with a logic variable that has the value True
if the observation falls into that interval, and has the
value False otherwise. Different results are obtained
according to the way the intervals are determined.
For the experiments described in this paper, we have
either used intervals of the same size or have adopted
intervals of varying length based on the assump-
tion that the rational values are realizations of ran-
dom variables with normal distribution. The choice
of transformations was also made in such a way that
separable sets A and B resulted. A more detailed
description may be found in Felici and Truemper
(1997).
Our separation algorithm is used with all the vari-

ants described in Sections 6 and 7. Below we recall
the meaning of the different separating sets for which
results will be reported:

Smin�B�A� = min support,
separates B from A

Smax�B�A� = max support,
separates B from A

Smin�A�B� = min support,
separates A from B

Smax�A�B� = max support,
separates A from B

(18)

Scom/min�B�A� = min support complete,
initially separates B from A

Scom/max�B�A� = max support complete,
initially separates B from A

Scom/min�A�B� = min support complete,
initially separates A from B

Scom/max�A�B� = max support complete,
initially separates A from B

(19)

We use the more elaborate two-stage process of
Section 7.2. We select d = 10 and m = 6, and con-
sider three cases called Overall, Avoid Type � Error,
and Avoid Type � Error. The interpretation of these
cases is obvious from their names. The three cases rely
on the following complete separating sets for each Ak

and Bk pair, k = 0�1� 	 	 	 � d−1.

Overall: Scom/min�B
k�Ak�� Scom/max�B

k�Ak�� Scom/min

�Ak�Bk�, and Scom/max�A
k�Bk�.

Avoid Type � Error: Scom/max �Bk�Ak� and Scom/min

�Ak�Bk�.
Avoid Type � Error: Scom/min�B

k�Ak� and Scom/max

�Ak�Bk�.

For each data set we have followed the following
strategy. First, we have applied the transformations of
rational variables into logic variables when needed.
Then, we have drawn at random ten samples of half
the size of the original data set. For each one of them,
we have applied our method to obtain the separat-
ing formulas on one half (training data), and then we
have tested them using the remaining half of the data
(verification data). We refer to a complete data set as
�∪�, to the training set as A∪B, and to the verifica-
tion set as ��−A�∪ ��−B�.The recognition percent-
ages so obtained have then been averaged over the
ten samples.
Our experiments were run on a Sun Sparc

ULTRA1 workstation. No computational problems
were encountered when we solved the various
MINSAT instances (10) and (11) with the solution
algorithms produced by the Leibniz System. In the
most complicated cases, the derivation of each sepa-
rating set required at most a few minutes of run time.
According to our computational experience, varia-
tions of percentages of less than 1% may well be
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due to sampling, and thus should not be considered
significant.
In the tables below, we show the correct recognition

percentages for the separating sets of (18), (19), and
for the three cases of the two-stage process.
The percentages are given for correct recognition of

records in �−A, �−B, and Total= ��−A�∪ ��−B�,
averaged over the 10 verification sets that correspond
to the 10 training samples.
The column labeled �S� displays the average num-

ber of separating vectors for each separating set
of (18). The column labeled

∑
i �Si� shows the total

number of separating vectors that make up the sep-
arating sets of each complete separating set of (19),
averaged over the 10 training samples.Finally, the col-
umn labeled �Scom� contains the number of separating
sets for each complete separating set of (19), averaged
over the 10 training samples.
If � can be separated from � as well as � from

�, then each one of the complete separating sets of
(19) just contains the related simple separating set
of (18). For example, Scom/min�B�A� may just contain
Smin�B�A�. In that situation, the prediction accuracy of
each complete separating set matches that of the cor-
responding simple separating set, and we combine on
the same line the information for the complete sepa-
rating set and for the simple separating set.
For the cases of Overall, Avoid Type � Error, and

Avoid Type � Error, the separations involve a larger
number of separating sets, since for Overall (resp.
Avoid Type � Error and Avoid Type � Error) the
separations are based on 4 (resp. 2) ways of evaluat-
ing each of the 10 pairs �Ak�Bk�. This gives a total of
4 · 10 = 40 (resp. 2 · 10 = 20) ways for Overall (resp.
Avoid Type � Error and Avoid Type � Error). Hence,
the statistics used for the separating sets of (18) and
(19) have no interpretation for the cases Overall,
Avoid Type � Error, and Avoid Type � Error, and are
not reported in the table. However, an estimate of the
total number of separation vectors for the three cases
can be obtained from the average of the �S� values
shown in each table, as follows. One multiplies the
average of the �S� values first by 0.7—this accounts
for the fact that the �Ak�Bk� pairs are smaller than
�A�B�—and then multiplies the result by 40 for the
Overall case, and by 20 for the Avoid Type � Error

Table 1 Breast Cancer Diagnosis

699 records total; 45 logic variables; 16 records with some missing
entries. Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 95	6 92	3 94	4 6	1 6	1 1	0
Smax�B�A� and Scom/max�B�A� 96	7 81	3 91	4 6	1 6	1 1	0
Smin�A�B� and Scom/min�A�B� 97	1 84	7 92	8 4	7 4	7 1	0
Smax�A�B� and Scom/max�A�B� 94	1 96	0 94	8 4	7 4	7 1	0

Overall 96	7 98	0 97	1
Avoid Type � Error 97	4 92	4 95	7
Avoid Type � Error 94	8 98	8 96	2

case or the Avoid Type � Error case. The final number
is the desired estimate.

8.1. Breast Cancer Diagnosis
Mangasarian et al. (1990) (see also Mangasarian and
Wolberg 1990, and Mangasarian et al. 1995) provide
breast cancer data for 699 patients. For prior results,
see also Boros et al. (1996). We view the data as
rational data where each record corresponds to a
patient. A record has 9 entries that are produced
by some tests. The possible values for each entry
are 1�2� 	 	 	 �10. Of the 699 records, 16 have missing
entries.
The outcome of each record may be viewed as the

value of a Boolean variable t that indicates whether
the case is benign or malignant. We convert the ratio-
nal data to logic data and obtain �0�±1� logic records
representing a patient with 45 entries.
In Section 6, we have argued heuristically that

the simple separating sets Smin�A�B� and Smax�B�A�

(resp. Smin�B�A� and Smax�A�B�) tend to avoid type �
(resp. �) errors. This is confirmed by the percentages
in columns �−A and �−B for these sets.
The best performance is shown by the Overall case,

with 97.1% accuracy for Total. In practice, one would
prefer the somewhat less accurate Avoid Type �
Error, whose accuracy on �−B is better than that of
Overall (98.8% versus 98.0%). The accuracy on �−B

is very important since a type � error means that a
malignant case is declared to be benign, a most unfor-
tunate prediction.
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Table 2 Australian Credit Card

689 records total; removal of one record from �; 67 logic variables
Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 65	9 81	9 73	0 14	1 14	1 1	0
Smax�B�A� and Scom/max�B�A� 83	4 59	0 72	5 14	1 14	1 1	0
Smin�A�B� and Scom/min�A�B� 86	8 64	8 77	0 12	0 12	0 1	0
Smax�A�B� and Scom/max�A�B� 71	6 83	2 76	7 12	0 12	0 1	0

Overall 87	0 84	9 86	0
Avoid Type � Error 92	1 70	7 82	6
Avoid Type � Error 74	6 92	0 82	3

The best prior prediction accuracy for 50% train-
ing sets reported in Boros et al. (1996) is 96.9%. That
accuracy is achieved for a reduced data set where all
records containing missing data have been deleted.
Here, Overall has 97.1% accuracy without deletion of
any records.

8.2. Australian Credit Card
The data were collected by R. Quinlan (see Quinlan
1993). They represent 690 MasterCard applicants of
which 307 are declared as positive and 383 as nega-
tive. The data contain 37 records with missing entries.
Each record consists of 15 attributes, of which 4 are
Boolean, 5 nominal (that is, descriptive), and 6 ratio-
nal. For prior computational results, see Boros et al.
(1996).
The representation of the 15 attributes requires a

total of 67 logic variables. With this transformation, �
and � had one record in common. We have removed
that record from � to achieve consistency. Table 2
summarizes the results.
Boros et al. (1996) show that the best prior recogni-

tion rate is 85.4% for training sets of size 50%. Here,
Overall has 86.0% accuracy.

8.3. Congressional Voting
The problem concerns the prediction of party affil-
iation from 435 voting records of 267 Democrats
and 168 Republicans. The data were collected by
J. Schlimmer. Each record contains 16 entries of the
form “for”, “against”, and “did not vote”. In the logic
data, we represent “for” by 1, “against” by −1, and

“did not vote” by 0. We define � (resp. �) to be the
set of records of the Republicans (resp. Democrats).
Computational results are summarized in Table 3.
For prior computational results, see Holte (1993) and
Boros et al. (1996).
The latter reference shows that the best prior result

for 50% training sets has 96.2% accuracy, achieved
after removal of 6 records with missing entries. Here,
Overall has 95.8% accuracy without removal of any
records.

8.4. Diabetes Diagnosis
This problem concerns the diagnosis of diabetes
based on observations for 768 patients, of which 268
had signs of diabetes, while 500 did not. The data
were collected by V. Sigillito. For prior computational
results, see Murthy et al. (1994) and Boros et al. (1996).
There are 8 attributes, of which 2 have discrete val-

ues, and 6 are rational. The transformations adopted
produce a total of 55 logic variables. With these trans-
formations, � and � had one record in common. We
have removed one such record from � to achieve con-
sistency. Table 4 presents the results.
The best prior rate for 50% training sets according

to Boros et al. (1996) is 71.9%. Here, Overall has 73.3%.

8.5. Heart Disease Diagnosis
Observations for 303 patients are given, of which 165
are healthy, while 139 have some heart disease. Of

Table 3 Congressional Voting

435 records total; 203 records with some missing entries; 16 logic
variables. Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� 91	0 93	7 92	6 7	4
Scom/min�B�A� 89	4 95	1 92	9 10	0 2	4
Smax�B�A� 94	9 90	1 92	0 7	4
Scom/max�B�A� 93	8 91	4 92	3 10	0 2	4
Smin�A�B� 91	0 93	1 92	2 7	0
Scom/min�A�B� 92	5 92	3 92	4 10	2 1	9
Smax�A�B� 84	0 97	0 92	0 7	0
Scom/max�A�B� 86	4 96	5 92	6 10	2 1	9

Overall 96	1 95	6 95	8
Avoid Type � Error 96	5 93	8 94	9
Avoid Type � Error 91	4 97	2 95	0
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Table 4 Diabetes Diagnosis

767 records total; after removal of one record from �; 555 logic variables
Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 63	5 64	8 63	9 14	7 14	7 1	0
Smax�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 82	3 41	5 68	0 14	7 14	7 1	0
Smin�A�B� and Scom/min�A�B� 81	7 38	1 66	5 16	9 16	9 1	0
Smax�A�B� and Scom/min�B�A� 64	1 57	3 61	7 16	9 16	9 1	0

Overall 83	7 54	1 73	3
Avoid Type � Error 91	0 36	0 71	8
Avoid Type � Error 67	9 74	6 70	2

the 303 records, 6 have some missing entries. For
prior computational results, see Gennari et al. (1989),
Shavlik et al. (1991), Holte (1993), and Boros et al.
(1996).
Each record provides 13 attributes, of which 3 are

Boolean, 4 nominal, and 6 rational. We transform the
records to logic data and obtain a total of 50 logic vari-
ables. We collect in � (resp. �) the logic records cor-
responding to the healthy patients (resp. the patients
with heart disease). The computational results are
summarized in Table 5.
The best result for 50% training sets cited in Boros

et al. (1996) is a recognition rate of 82.3%. Here, Over-
all has 80.7%.

8.6. Boston Housing
The data set is taken from Harrison and Rubinfeld
(1978); see also Quinlan (1993). For prior compu-

Table 5 Heart Disease Diagnosis

303 records total; 6 records with some missing entries; 50 logic variables
Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 67	2 76	1 71	3 9	2 9	2 1	0
Smax�B�A� and Scom/max�B�A� 84	0 51	6 62	2 9	2 9	2 1	0
Smin�A�B� and Scom/min�A�B� 78	0 61	6 70	5 8	7 8	7 1	0
Smax�A�B� and Scom/max�A�B� 57	9 78	7 67	4 8	7 8	7 1	0

Overall 85	2 75	4 80	7
Avoid Type � Error 91	8 60	3 77	4
Avoid Type � Error 64	3 86	8 74	6

tational results, see Boros et al. (1996)). The data
consist of 506 records concerning housing values
in the Boston area. Each record is composed of 13
attributes, of which 12 have rational values, while one
is Boolean. The median value of the owner-occupied
houses is used as a threshold to split the entire set of
records into two sets.
After the transformations, the total number of logic

variables is 109. It turns out that the sets � and �
so defined from the original two data sets have two
records in common. We delete these records from � to
achieve consistency. The results for � and the reduced
� are given below. They differ insignificantly from
the corresponding results where the two inconsistent
records are deleted from �. The results are summa-
rized in Table 6.
The best prior result reported by Boros et al. (1996)

for 50% training sets is 84.0% accuracy, compared
with 83.5% here.

9. Conclusions
The results produced by our method compare well
with the best prior results in all the data sets consid-
ered; the recognition percentages obtained are in fact
better or substantially equal to those of the quoted
references. Moreover, some of the prior results are
based on the removal of several records, while we
have deleted at most two record per case to achieve
consistency. In each case of such a deletion, we have
confirmed that it does not have a significant impact
on the prediction accuracy.

Table 6 Boston Housing

504 records total; after removal two records from �; 109 logic variables
Average results for 10 training samples of cardinality 1

2 ��∪��
Percent Correct

Separation �−A �−B Total �S� ∑
i �Si � �Scom�

Smin�B�A� and Scom/min�B�A� 70	2 84	9 77	6 6	1 6	1 1	0
Smax�B�A� and Scom/max�B�A� 84	1 67	0 75	5 6	1 6	1 1	0
Smin�A�B� and Scom/min�A�B� 82	5 74	3 78	3 6	0 6	0 1	0
Smax�A�B� and Scom/max�A�B� 61	4 89	4 75	5 6	0 6	0 1	0

Overall 82	6 84	3 83	5
Avoid Type � Error 91	3 71	3 81	2
Avoid Type � Error 65	2 94	3 79	9
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Our standard method works on all example prob-
lems, without any selection of special parameters,
tuning for problem structure, and the like. The only
choice to be made is the number of intervals for the
transformations of rational data to logic data. In addi-
tion, the solution algorithms generated by the Leibniz
System find the separating sets rapidly and without
computational difficulties. Given these facts, we are
justified in claiming that our method is a versatile,
precise, and computationally effective learning tool.
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